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In recent works by Eilenberg Nagao and Nakayama [#I, Jans and Nakayama 
[8], Harada [7], and Zaks [II] the problem of characterizing semi-primary 
rings all of whose residue rings have finite global dimension, was solved. 
It turns out that if N is the radical of a semi-primary ring, then the ring 
R/W plays a crucial role. It also plays an important role in the study of 
restricted quasi-Frobenius rings, in works by Faith [.5], Levy [9], and Zaks [IZ]. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the possibility of replacing 
the global dimension by injective dimension. The ideas beyond the treatment 
are very much influenced by the ones used in the global dimension case, as 
for instance starting the study from rings with radical of square zero. The most 
surprizing result seems to be that if N2 = 0 and 1. inj, dim R < oc, then R 
is a ring direct product of a quasi-Frobenius ring and a ring of finite global 
dimension. 
The results obtained for rings with radical of square zero are applied 
in Section 3 to arbitrary semi-primary rings, and in Section 4 to Noetherian 
semi-local rings. As a consequence of the general result we deduce the well- 
known theorem that a Dedekind domain with a finite number of maximal 
ideals is a principal ideal domain. 
We add an Appendix in which we discuss the relation between 1. inj. dimR R 
and r. inj. dim, R for semi-primary rings and for Noetherian rings. Finally, 
we introduce an example of an Artinian ring R with 1. inj. dim, R = 1 
and 1. inj. dim. sIK2 R/N2 = co, that is of course interesting for the com- 
parison of the finite global dimension case and the finite injective dimension 
case. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A semi-primary ring R, is a ring with nilpotent (Jacobson) radical N, 
and such that S = R/N is a semi-simple Artinian ring. For any primitive 
idempotent e in R we set eS = eR/eN, and Se = Re/Ne. 
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All ideals are left ideals, and all modules are unitary left modules unless 
otherwise stated. 
A Noetherian ring, will denote a left and right Noetherian ring. 
A local ring is a ring that has a unique maximal left (right) ideal. This ideal 
is of course the unique maximal twosided ideal. 
A left (right) semi-local ring R is a ring that has a finite number of maximal 
left (right) ideals, N1 ,..., N, , such that each Ni is a twosided ideal. Let 
M=N,n a-. n N, denote the (Jacobson) radical of R, then this is equiv- 
alent to saying that R/M is a direct sum of division rings. Whence R is a left 
semi-local ring if and only if it is a right semi-local ring. We thus say that R 
is a semi-local ring. 
We refer to [7] and [II] for details concerning triangular rings, to [2] for 
general homological concepts, and to [IO] and [12] for general information 
concerning quasi-Frobenius rings, and rings all of whose homomorphic 
images are quasi-Frobenius. 
An Artinian uniserial ring is a ring in which every component has a unique 
composition series. 
2. N2 = 0 
In this section R will stand for a semi-primary ring with radical N of 
square zero, and 1. inj. dim., R < co, unless otherwise stated. In particular 
we have on N an R-module structure and an S-module structure that 
naturally co’incide. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a left selfinjective ring, then R is a quasi-Frobenius 
ring. 
Proof. For every minimal left ideal I in R, its injective envelop E(1) in R 
is a direct summand of R. Let J be a minimal left ideal in R, then I and J are 
isomorphic to each other if and only if so are E(I) and E(J). Since N2 = 0, 
every indecomposable left ideal in R is either a direct summand of R, or else 
it is a minimal left ideal. In particular, let R = Rel + a** + Re, be a complete 
decomposition of R, then for each i, 1 < i < t, Re, is either a minimal ideal, 
or else 0 C Nei C Re, is a Jordan-Holder series, Re, being the injective 
envelop of the minimal left ideal Nei . Thus R is an Artinian ring, whence a 
quasi-Frobenius ring. 
We proceed studying some properties of idempotents. One may verify 
that the finiteness of the injective dimension is not essential for Lemmas 2 
and 3’. 
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LEMMA 2. Let e, f  be primitive idempotents in R, such that eNf f  0. I f  for 
smne positive integer i, ExtF’ (Sf, R) = 0 then ExQ (Se, R) = 0. 
Proof. Since Nf # 0, and since Rf is an indecomposable ideal, it results 
that Sf is not a projective module. Consider the exact sequence: 
O+Nf+Rf-+Sf-+O 
Then Exti+’ (Sf, R) is isomorphic with Ext$ (Nf, R) for all positive integers 
km 
Since Ns = 0, then Nf is isomorphic to a direct sum of modules, CueU Se, . 
Given eI\if f 0 there results the existence of v, v E U, such that Se, is 
isomorphic to Se. In particular Ext,i (Nf, R) = 0 implies Ext,j (Se, R) = 0 
for every positive integer j. 
The conclusion now follows immediately. 
Under the finiteness hypothesis on 1. inj. dim.R R, we notice that iffNe # 0 
and eNf f 0 then Lemma 2 enables us to conclude that 
ExtRi (Sf, R) = ExtBi (Se, R) = 0 
for every positive integer i. Furthermore, let R = Re, + *.a + Re, be a 
complete decomposition for R then: 
LEMMA 3. Let e, ,..., e, be such that 
@e;+l f  0 for aZZ i, i = I,..., (n - 1) and e,Ne, # 0. 
Set T = (e, + *.- + e,) R(el + .-* + e,). I f  1. inj. dim.R R = s < co, then 
T is a quasi-Frobenius ring, if e&et = 0 whenever k > n and i < n. 
Proof. Since T is a semi-primary ring, it follows by Lemma 1 that it 
suffices to prove that T is left self-injective. 
Successive application of Lemma 2, yields ExtRi (Se, , R) = 0 for all 
positive integers i and for all j, 1 < j < n. 
Let {e,‘,..., e,‘) be the maximal subset of (e, ,...) es such that 
ExtRi (Se;, R) = 0 
for every positive integer i whenever j < u. 
Let T’ = (e,’ + .** + ed) R(e,l + *** + e,l). Assume T’ is proved to be 
a quasi-Frobenius ring, then the vanishing hypothesis on efle; imply that 
T is a direct summand of T’, whence a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Therefore we’ll be done once we prove the Lemma under the assumption 
that (e, >..., e,] is a maximal subset of primitive idempotents with respect 
to the property: 
Ext,” (Sej , R) = 0 
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for every positive integer i and for all j, j < n. In general the condition 
e,Nei+, 5 0 is no more valid. However, the condition eJVei f  0 for some 
i < n and p, 1 < p < t, now implies p < n. Whence Te, = Ret for any i, 
i < n. As a consequence the exact sequence: 
0 -+ Nej -+ Rej + Sej -+ 0 
can be regarded as an exact sequence of R-modules as well as T-modules. 
For the rest of the proof take a fixed j. 
I f  M denotes the radical of T, then Mej = Nej . 
Since ExtRl (Sej , R) = 0, then the induced map 
Horn, (Rej , R) + HomR (Nej , R) 
is an epimorphism. 
Let F be any T-homomorphism of .Mej into Tej then F is an R-homo- 
morphism of Nej into R, regarding T as a subset of R. Therefore, there 
exists an element r in R, such that F(meJ = mejr for every m in M. Since 
F(me,) E T it follows that weir = mejr (e, + **. + e,), in particular F is 
induced by ejr(el + *.a + e,) which is an element of T. Hence the induced 
map on Homr (Tej , T) -+ Homr (Mej , T) is an epimorphism, thus 
ExtT1(Sei, T) = 0. 
Since this holds for j = l,..., n, it follows by [I] that T is a self-injective 
ring, and this completes the proof. 
Observe that the same proof applies to: 
LEMMA 3’. Let e, ,..., e, be mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents 
in R, such that ExtBi (Sej , R) = 0 for every positive integer i, and for all j 
1 <j < n. Set T = (e, + *a* + e,) R(e, + -em + e,). Then T is a quasi- 
Frobenius ring, sf egNei - 0 whenever k > n and i < n. 
Since in a quasi-Frobenius ring every component is the injective envelop 
of its minimal ideal we obtain: 
COROLLARY 4. Let fi ,..., fs be mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents 
in T, such that Q = ( fi + em* + fJ T(f, + *a. + fJ is an indecomposable 
factor of T. Then fiTfi is a division ring for all i, 1 < i < s, or else Q is iso- 
morphic to an s x s matrix algebra over a quasi-Frobenius local ring. In case 
that fiTfi is a division ring there results a unique ordering, (up to cyclic per- 
mutations), say hI ,..., h, , such that: (i) for every i, 1 < i < s, there exists a 
unique j, 1 < j < p, such that Tfi is isomorphic to Thj , and (ii) h,Mh, f 0 zf 
and only zf q = m + 1 (setting h. D+l = hJ, where M denotes the radical of Q. 
For the rest let R = Re, + **- + Re, be a complete decomposition for R, 
e, e’, e”, will denote primitive idempotents, all idempotents to appear are 
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presumed to be from the set {e, ,..., et}, and 1. inj. dim.R R = s < co, unless 
otherwise specified. Finally, let ExtRi (Sei , R) = 0 for all positive integers i, 
if and only ifj < n (including for the moment the possibility of n = 0 for the 
vacuous case). 
Set T = (e, + *=*+e,)R(e,+~~~+e,).IfTfOthenbyLemma3’T 
is a quasi-Frobenius ring. Furthermore, by Lemma 2 and the assumption 
1. inj. dim., R = s < co it results that e&Ve, = 0 for K > n, thus: 
LEMMA 5. e,Re, is a division ring for every k, k > n. 
DEFINITION. C(eJ = {e, j there exists idempotents e,‘,..., eh’ such that 
(i) e,’ = eh’ = e, , (ii) ei’ = e, for some i, 1 < i < k, and (iii) e,‘Rei+, f  0 
for24 = 1 ,..., (h - l)}. We refer to C(e?) as thecycle defined by the idempotent 
e, . Obviously C(e,) contains es and every idempotent e’ such that Re’ is 
isomorphic to Rej . 
It is important to keep in mind that the cycle defined by an idempotent e, 
depends in general on the prescribed decomposition of R. It is possible to 
define the cycles without the restiction on the idempotents to belong to a 
prescribed decomposition of R, however there is nothing that we know of 
that can be gained in this way except for complications. 









Let e’, e” E C(e). I f  for some idempotent f  we have e’Rdf f  0 and 
fRe” f  0, then f E C(e). 
I f  e E C(e’) then e’ E C(e). 
I f  e $ C(e’) then C(e) n C(e’) = O. 
If  e E C(e’) and ExtRi (Se’, R) = 0 for every positive integer i, then 
ExtRi (se, R) = 0 for every positive integer i. 
I f  ExtRi (Se’, R) = 0 f  or every positive integer i, and if eNe’ f  0 
then e E C(e’). 
I f  e E C(e’) implies that Re is isomorphic to Re’, then eRe is a division 
ring, or ExtRi (Se, R) = 0 for every positive integer i. 
I f  e E C(e’) and Re is not isomorphic to Re’, then fRf is a division 
ring for every f in C(e’). Furthermore, ExtRi (Sf, Rf = 0 for every 
positive integer i and for every idempotent f in C(e’). This results from 
Corollary 4 after observing that the hypothesis in discussion leads to 
a situation as described in Lemma 3. 
The subring T’ =C f&--the sum taken over all pairs of idempotent 
f, g such that f E C(g)-is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
DEFINITION. C(e,‘),..., C(e,‘) is a connected sequence of cycles of length ?a 
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if there exist idempotents fj E C(ej’) for every j, 0 < j < m, such that 
fjIVfj, f 0, and fj $ C(e:+,) for every j, j = O,..., (m - 1). We say that 
C(e’) and C(e”) are connected if and only if there exists a connected sequence 
starting at C(e’) and ending at C(e”). 
Some useful properties of connected sequences of cycles are listed below. 
Most of them are straightforward, and for the rest we state some hints, 
leaving the details as an excercise for the interested reader. 
Sl : If C(e’) and C(e) are not connected then e’Re = 0 whenever e # C(e’). 
S2 : If C(e,‘)...., C(e,l) is a connected sequence of cycles and C(e,‘) = C(e,‘), 
then m = 0. 
This is a result of the hypothesis 1. inj. dim.R R = s < co together with 
Lemma 3 and Corollary 4. We may restate this as: 
PROPOSITION 6. If 1. inj. dim.R R = s < co, then connected sequences of 
cycles are bounded in length. We set Y = Supremum of the lengths of connected 
cycles. 
S3 : Any cycle C(e) that may occur in a connected sequence C(e’), C(e) 
consists entirely of idempotents f such that Rf is isomorphic to Re, and 
fRf is a division ring. 
From Corollary 4 and Lemma 2 it results that there exists a positive integer 
j such that Ext,j (Se, R) # 0. The result follows from C6 and C7. 
S4 : Let C(e,‘),..., C(e.m’) be a connected sequence of cycles, if m # 0 then 
there exist integers ij such that j < ij , and Ext? (Sej’, R) # 0. One can 
get & < & < i2 < a** < i, . 
This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2, taking into account the 
previous properties of connected sequences. 
We rephrase this property as: 
PROPOSITION 7. Y < s 
Also it results by similar arguments that there always exists an idempotent 
e for which ExtRi (Se, R) = 0 for every positive integer i. In particular, for 
the ring T defined on top we always have n # 0. 
Finally if T is a semi-simple ring, then one easily verifies that we are 
reduced to the triangular ring case, and gl. dim. R = s. The connected 
sequences of cycles turn out to be exactly the connected sequences of 
idempotent as introduced by Jans and Nakayama in [S] . For further discussion 
of this setting we refer to [7] and [II]. 
In particular, assuming for the rest that gl. dim. R = co, we may equally 
well require that T be a quasi-Frobenius ring with nonzero radical. 
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PROPOSITION 8. s < Y 
Proof. There exists as idempotent e for which Ext,” (Se, R) + 0 and 
Exts;Fi (Se, R) = 0 f  or every positive integer i. Consider the exact sequence: 
O--+Ne-+Re+Se-+O 
then Ext$ (Ne, R) = Extp’ (Se, R) f  or every positive integer j. I f  s = 0 
we are done, otherwise Exti? (Ne, R) f  0. Since N2 = 0, Ne is isomorphic 
to a direct sum of minimal modules hence there exists an e’ such that 
Extg’ (Se’, R) f  0, e’Ne f  0, and ExtS;t’ (Se’, R) = 0 for every k, K > 0. 
In particular C(e’), C( ) e is a connected sequence of cycles, since obviously 
e’ 6 C(e) whenever s # 0. 
Proceeding this going down process we end with a connected sequence of 
cycles C(e,‘) **a C(e,‘) such that ExtRi (Se,‘, R) vanish whenever i > j, and 
ExtRj (Set, R) # 0 for all j, j = O,.,., s. 
Collecting Propositions 7 and 8 we get: 
THEOREM 9. Let R be a semi-primary ring with radical of square zero and 
let 1. inj. dim., R = s < co. Then r = s. 
The hypothesis 1. inj. dim., R = s < co is essential even in case s = 0, 
since not every Artinian local ring with radical of square zero is a quasi- 
Frobenius ring. Still for this type of rings we obviously have r = 0. 
We defined in R the subring T. Another subring of R consists of the 
sum A = C eiRej--the sum taken over all pairs of idempotents ei , ej such 
that ei does not belong to T; this necessarily implies that ej does not belong 
to T. In other words, we set fl to be (e,,, + .a* + et> R(e,+, + -a. + e,). 
Obviously if n = t we take A = 0. We have thus defined on R a splitting, 
R = T + A -j- A, where 
A = (e.,z+l + - + 4 R(e, + - + e,) + (e, + -*a + 4 R(e,+l + *-- 4 et>. 
Since the first of the summands vanishes we have 
A = (e, + --a + e,) R(e,+, + --- + 4, 
or ~1-4 = AT = 0, and TA = AA = A. In particular, on the left hand 
side of A, the R and T-module structure co’mcide. 
Let e be any idempotent in T, then Ext,l (Se, R) = 0, which means 
that the induced map HomR (Re, R) --f HomR (Ne, R) is an epimorphism. 
Assumming that T is a quasi-Frobenius ring, that is non-semi-simple, 
one easily verifies that we may presume the existence of a splitting as above 
with the hypothesis that if T is a direct product of two subring TX and T2 , 
then both Tl and T, are quasi-Frobenius rings that are not semi-simple rings. 
This further assumption enables us the following reasoning: Unless A = 0 
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there exists an element a in A and a primitive idempotent f in T such that 
Ta = Ra is isomorphic to Nf. 
Consider the exact sequence: 
O+Nf+Rf-tSf+O 
and the isomorphism map F : Nf + Ra. Since Horn, (Rf, R) -+ Horn, (Nf, R) 
is an epimorphism, there exists an r in R, such that F(nf) = nfr C Ra. 
Therefore we may assume that I EVA, but then fr E A C N, whence 
nfi E N2 = 0. This contradiction implies that A = 0. 
Finally if T is a semi-simple ring, R reduces to a (triangular) ring of finite 
global dimension, since on the idempotents of A the notions of connected 
sequences of cycles and connected cycles coincide (e.g. C5, C6 and [II]). 
Therefore we always have: 
THEOREM 10. R is a ring direct product of a quasi-Frobenius ubring T, 
with a semi-p&nay ring A of jinite global dimension. As a matter of fact 
1. inj. dim. R = s if and only ;f  gl. dim. A = s. (Including the possibility 
T = 0 or A = 0). 
This in particular yields: 
THEOREM 11. Let R be a semi-primary ring with radical of square zero. 
Then 1. inj. dim., R < co if and only ; f  r. inj. dim.a R < CO. The equality 
1. inj. dim., R = r. inj. dim.a R always holds. 
THEOREM 12. Let R be a semi-primary ring with radical of square zero. 
If 1. inj. dim., R < CO, then R is a residue ring of a semi-primary ring Z such 
that 1. inj. dim. 22 < 1. 
Proof. Just take 2 to be the direct product of T with the semi-primary 
hereditary overring Q of A (e.g. [II]). 
Finally, observe that the factors T and A are independent of the choice 
of the complete decomposition of R. 
An interesting consequence is: 
COROLLARY 13. For semi-primary rings with radical of square zero, the 
jiniteness of the injective dimension is a Morita-invariant. 
We recall that (i) R is a quasi-Frobenius ring with radical of square zero if 
every component of R contains a unique minimal ideal, and different com- 
ponents contain different minimal ideals [IO], and (ii) R is a semi-primary 
ring with radical of square zero, of finite gIoba1 dimension if and only if R is 
a residue ring of a semi-primary hereditary ring (e.g. [7], [Ill). 
These together with Theorem 10 yield the answer to the structure of 
semi-primary rings with radical of square zero, that have a finite injective 
dimension. 
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3. L. INJ. DIM. R/N” < cg 
Let R be a semi-primary ring with radical N such that 1. inj. dim R/N2 < oi). 
For the rest we assume that R is an indecomposable ring. This will not cause 
any restriction, since the finiteness of the left injective dimension of a direct 
product of rings T and T’ is equivalent to the finiteness of left injective 
dimension of both T and T’, and the same goes to the residue ring module 
the square of the corresponding radicals. 
Therefore, we have either gl. dim. R/N2 < co-in which case R is a 
residue ring of a semi-primary hereditary ring [II]-or else 1. inj. dim. 
R/N2 = 0, hence R/N2 is a quasi=Frobenius ring. 
Let R/N2 be a quasi=Frobenius ring. Let 
R = c Re,j 
i=1,...,t 
i=l, . . . ..f. 
be a complete decomposition of R, such that Re,, is isomorphic to Re,, if and 
only if i = p. We may further assume that e&re,, $ N* if and only if 
p = i + 1, setting et,,), = e,, . This is possible since R/N2 is indecom- 
posable as R is, and we may assume that N f  0. Since R/N* is a quasi- 
Frobenius ring, and since N is a nilpotent ideal in R, it follows that 
L%,+l), = Re,lne(p+l), 
where e,,-ne(s+l)a is any nonzero element in N that is not contained in Na. 
This readily implies that N”e is a principal left ideal for every primitive 
idempotent e. Furthermore, Re 3 Ne 3 We 3 a** 0 is a Jordan-Holder series. 
As a consequence one obtains the result that R is an Artinian uniserial ring. 
We thus proved: 
THEOREM 14. Let R be a semi-primary ring. Tlzefollowirzg a3’e equiwalent: 
(i) 1. inj. dim. R/N2 = 0. 
(ii) R is an Artinian uniwial ring. 
If  R is a local ring, then R itseIf is a quasi=Frobenius ring. Furthermore, R 
is a restricted quasi=Frobenius ring (see also [IO]). However if R is not a local 
ring it may happen that 1. inj. dim., R f  0. 
Example. Let R be a subring of the 3 x 3 matrix algebra over a field F. 
A matrix M belongs to R if and only if M is of the form: 
481/x3/1=6 
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where rnti E F for every pair of integers 1 < j < i < 3 and mr, = m, . 
One verifies by straightforward projective resolutions of the simple R- 
modules that gl. dim. R = 2. 
By checking the annihilating ideals of R/N2 it follows that R/N2 is a quasi- 
Frobenius ring. 
Remark that R/I is a quasi-Frobenius ring for every nonzero two-sided 
ideal I. This follows by straightforward computations ,observing that the 
only possibilities for I are N, N2, RelR, Re,R, and Re,R + N2, where e, 
denotes the matrix whose ~qth entry is 6,,Sr, + Ss,S, and es denotes the 
matrix whose pqth entry is S,,&., . 
4. RESTRICTED QUASI-FROBENIUS RINGS 
This section is devoted to the study of restricted quasi-Frobenius, semi- 
local rings. For the local case we refer to [IO]. The commutative case is 
discussed in full details in the sequence of papers [3], [.5], [9] and [I2]. 
Notice that if N # 0 and R is an Artinian local ring, then gl. dim. R/N2 = co. 
Therefore, we get using [IO]: 
THEOREM 15. Let R be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal N, 
. . . such that 1. mj. drm.a,Na R/N2 < co, then 1. inj. dim. R/N2 = 0 and (i) N is 
not nilpotent, then R is a principal ideal domain or, (ii) 0 f N is nilpotent, 
then R is an Artinian principal ideal ring. 
In both cases 1. inj. dim.a,, R/I = 0 for every twosided ideal I, whenever 
I f  0 (in case (ii) this also holds for I = 0). 
Let R be a Noetherian semi-local ring, with a finite set of maximal left 
ideals N1 ,..., Nk . Set M = N1 n mm* n NI, , and assume that R/I is a quasi- 
Frobenius ring for every nonzero twosided ideal I. I f  M is nilpotent then 
we are reduced to the Artinian case, thus assume that M is not nilpotent. 
Considering the quasi-Frobenius ring R/M2 one easily finds elements 
n, ,*--, n, in R such that Ni = Rnz + M2 = niR + M2 for i = l,..., t. This 
set of equalities imply Ni = Rni = niR for every i, 1 < i < t. We claim 
fiT=r Nij = 0 for every i. I f  this was not the case for some i, say i = 1, 
R/nTzl N,” is a quasi-Frobenius ring. There results the existence of an 
integer K, such that Nt = N1 . k+l Hence for an appropriate element Y in 
R one gets z$ = rint+1, or @(l - yin,) = 0. 
Therefore, nfR(l - r%) = Rnt(l - ml) = 0. But R/J being a quasi- 
Frobenius ring for every nonzero twosided ideal J assures the existence of 
an integer /such that M’C J. The hypothesis that M is not nilpotent therefore 
implies that R is a prime ring. Since n,” f  0, and of course 1 - rq f 0, 
this contradiction proves our claim. 
As a consequence we have that R is a domain. This follows from the fact 
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that every left ideal is a two sided ideal. Of course, let P be any nonzero 
element in A, then we have r = r,ni,t with r, $ Nt (it may be zero). We 
proceed this way to get Y = Y& *** n$ with yt $ Ni for i = l,..., t. Therefore 
yt is invertible in R, and Rr = Ni s-s N$ In particular this implies that every 
left ideal is a two-sided ideal. Since each Ni is a (strongly) prime ideal, it follows 
that Ni n Nj = NiN, whenever i f j. As a consequence every left ideal 
being a product of powers of the maximal ideals N,, and since Ni = Rni =I niR 
for every integer i, 1 < i < t, it follows that J is a principal ideal. 
The assumption being left right symmetric so are the results. We thus 
obtain: 
THEOREM 16. Let R be a Noetherian semi-local ring with Jacobson radical 
M, such that R/I is a quasi-Frobenius ring for every nonzero twosided ideal I* 
Then 
(i) M is not nilpotent, R is a principal ideal domain, every ideal is a 
two-sided ideal, and every ideal is a product of powers of maximal ideals. 
or, (ii) M is nilpotent, R is an Artinian ring. 
Restricting ourselves to commutative rings this reduces to: 
COROLLARY 17. A commutative restricted quasi-Frobenius ring, that is 
semi-local, is a principal ideal ring. 
Proof. Observing that a commutative Artinian ring is a uniserial ring if 
and only if it is a principal ideal ring, the corollary follows. 
An immediate consequence is the well-known result: 
COROLLARY 18. A commutative Dedehind domain with a finite number of 
maximal ideals is a principal ideal domain. 
As far as case (ii) of Theorem 16 is concerned, if RF f 0 then Theorem 14 
is applicable while if Mz = 0 then some pathological cases may occur, as 
for instance the local ring with M being isomorphic to the direct sum of two- 
minimal left ideals that are twosided ideals. 
5. APFENDIX 
In the sequel we made use of the left injective dimension of a ring R. 
The problems we dealt with turned out to be left-right symmetric, and we 
could use the right injective dimension as well. In the general setting there 
is no much relation between the left and right injective dimension. Professor 
Maurice Auslander suggested the following Lemma, and we owe him many 
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thanks for pointing out the basic idea of its proof, i.e. using weak dimension 
for comparison. 
LEMMA A. Let R be a Noetherian ring. If  1. inj. dim., R = s < co and if 
r. inj. dim., R = t < 03, then s = t. The same hypothesis on a semi-primary 
ring R, leads to the sanae conclusion. 
Proof. Consider the functorial homomorphism: 
HomR(ExtXi (A, R), Q) G ToriR (Horn, (R, Q), A) g ToriR (Q, 9) 
for every left finitely generated module A and right injective module Q; 
If  1. inj. dim., R = t then there exists a finitely generated left module A 
(take A = S in case R is semi-primary) such that ExtRt (A, R) f  0. Thus 
there exists an injective right module Q, namely the injective envelop of 
Extat (4, R) such that Tort8 (Q, A) f  0. 
Define f. 1. w. dim. R to be the supremum of the flat dimension of left 
modules of finite flat dimension, and 1. w. inj. dim. R to be the supremum of 
the flat dimension of left injective modules. Respectively, the left-right 
symmetrization f. r. w. dim. R and r. w. inj. dim. R. We just went proving 
the inequality 1. inj. dim., R < r. w. inj. dim. 11, and of course if 1. inj. dim., 
R is finite we furthermore have the inequality r. w. inj. dim. R < f. r. w. 
dim. R. 
Next observe that for any left module 23, of finite flat dimension, say 
1. w. dim. B = r < co, there exists a right module C such that 
TorrR (C, B) f  0. Let Q be the injective envelop of C, then the exact sequence 
implies the exact sequence: 
0 = Tot-f+:, (D, B) -+ Tar/ (C, B) + Tar,? (Q, B) 
whence TorrR (Q, B) # 0. In particular there results the existence of 
a finitely generated left module B’, such that TorTR (Q, B’) f  0. 
Therefore, f.  1. w. dim. R < r. w. inj. dim. R = 1. inj. dim., R. 
In case R is semi-primary the last inequality is a consequence of the 
following reasoning: 
By [I], w. 1. dim. B = 1. p. dim. B for every left module, while we always 
have 1. p. dim. B < 1. inj. dim.R R whenever 1. p. dim. B = k < co, since 
then Ext,” (B, R) # 0. 
We therefore have the following inequalities in case 1. inj. dim., R < 00 
f. 1. w. dim. R < 1. inj. dim., R < r. w. inj. dim. R < f. r. w. dim. R. 
By the left-right symmetrization of these inequalities that hold because 
of the hypothesis r. inj. dim., R < co, the conclusion is evident. 
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Our next aim is to prove the existence of Artinian rings R of left injective 
dimension 1, evenso 1. inj. dim., R/N2 = co. Thus the converse of Theorem 
12 does not hold in general. To this extent we make use of: 
LEMMA B. Let R be a semi-primary ring suck that 1. inj. dimull R = t, 
then 1. inj. dim., T = t + 1, where T denotes the ring of (lower) n x n 
triangdar matrices over R(n > 1). 
Using this Lemma, take R to be any quasi-Frobenius ring that is not 
a semi-simple ring. Then the ring of (lower) n x n triangular matrices over 
R(n > 1) is of left injective dimension I, and R/N” is not a quasi-Frobenius 
ring as can easily be checked via the minimal ideals of R/N”. 
Proof of Lemma B. Let eij denote the n x n matrix whose pqth entry 
is &, * S,, . The natural embedding of R in T makes T into a left (right) free 
R-module, and so are Teir(eijT) whenever eij g T. 
Set T(L) = T OR L, for every left R-moduleL, and set eijT(L) = eijT OR L 
whenever eij E T. 
For any R-module M, and for any projective R-resolution of M: 
pm - a-* + P, + M-9 0 
there result a projective T-resolution for T(M), and eijT(M) 
W’nJ - a-- + T(P,) ---f T(M) -j 0 
eijT(Pd + es* + eiiT(P,J -+ eijT(M) + 0 
whenever eij E T. 
Finally, there is an isomorphism between Horn, (T(M), T) and 
Horn, (M, R) OR T. Thus 
ExtBiiL (n/r, R), Ext,” (T(M), T) and Ext? (e,T(M), T) 
all vanish if and only if one of them does, for every integer, whenever eii E T. 
If  eii E T and i < n, then e(,+ljiT(M) C eiiT(M), and there results an 
exact sequence for all positive integer m: 
.*. Extrm (L, T) + Ext,“’ (ecjT(M), T) --% 
+ Ext? (e(.t+l)jT(M), T) -+ Ext”,l+l (L, T) se* 
where H is an epimorphism only if Ext,” (M, R) = 0, and L is the left 
module eijT(M)/e(i+l,jT(M). 
In particular, Ext$l (M, R) f  0 and Extg*’ (n/r, R) = 0 imply 
Ext?JJ+’ (L, T) f 0. 
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Checking the injective dimension of T via the minimal ideals, the desired 
result follows. 
It seems that the conclusion may hold in more general cases. However we 
dealt only with the semi-primary case, since it perfectly suits the purposes 
we were concerned with in this note. 
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